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Dear Members ofthe ILC Foundation and the Canadian EDS Communitv,

It has been an honourfor me to participate in thetreatment ofyourfriends from Canada. ln so

many respects they have exemplified the most proactive, intelligent and high character patients

in mv practice over the last 30 years.

I have been most impressed by the rapid progress made by the ILC charitable foundation over

the last three years, The ILC has accomplished a small miracle in bringing together a group of
committed physicians and non medical individuals to broaden the understanding of Ehlers

Danlos syndrome and to build an effective organization for fund raising and team building.

I think that most organizations in the United States would be most impressed with th€ alacrity

with which the ILC has achieved a solid foothold with committed physicians and volunteers. As

a measure of success that would exceed any expectation, ILC members and volunteer

committees have worked to raise awareness and funds and recently raised an astonishing

s130.000.

I am personally very proud to be a member of the organization. Funhermore, to increase the

footprint, I have suggested the development of close working relations with the Chiari

Syringomyelia Foundation, which is riSorously pursuing a greater understanding of EDS and

other entities co-morbid with Chiari malformation. our recent speaker at our annual Children's

Night of Light Gala, lvlr Niederaur, who just stepped down as the Chairman of the New York

stock exchange, strongly advocated a unified approach: he emphasized the need for a sinSle

voice when approaching the government. We look forward then, with enthusiasm, to working

with the lLC.

With kind regards,

4u,u (.(Ld'-a. 4 /r/a

Fraser C. Henderson 5r MD
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